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Abstract
H ITZAL M ED is a web-framed tool that performs automatic detection of sensitive information in clinical texts using machine learning
algorithms reported to be competitive for the task. Moreover, once sensitive information is detected, different anonymisation techniques
are implemented that are configurable by the user –for instance, substitution, where sensitive items are replaced by same category text
in an effort to generate a new document that looks as natural as the original one. The tool is able to get data from different document
formats and outputs downloadable anonymised data. This paper presents the anonymisation and substitution technology and the
demonstrator which is publicly available at https://snlt.vicomtech.org/hitzalmed.
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1.

Introduction

Data has become an invaluable resource for both research
and commercial purposes. When it comes to data containing personal information, such as health records, there is
an ethical and legal responsibility towards respecting the
individuals’ privacy. This has led to the introduction of
specific laws that address this issue, such as the European
Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) directive or the United States’ Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPAA).
A possible solution to the privacy problem is anonymisation. Anonymisation can be defined as the process of removing all information from a document that could potentially point to a given person, such as names, phone
numbers or e-mail addresses. The resulting documents allow us to use real data that cannot be linked to a real person. Medlock (2006) describes three different approaches
to anonymisation: removal (‘replacing a reference with a
blank place-holder’), categorisation (‘replacing a reference
with a label in some way representing its type or category’)
and pseudonymisation (‘replacing a reference with a variant
of the same type’).
Manual anonymisation is a tiresome and expensive process.
For this reason, considerable efforts are being made to automatise the task. This is straightforward in the case of
structured text or tabular data, but the task becomes considerably more challenging when dealing with unstructured
natural language.
This article presents H ITZAL M ED1 , a web-framed tool
that assists with the anonymisation of clinical free text in
Spanish. H ITZAL M ED uses a hybrid approach that combines Machine Learning (ML) techniques to detect Protected Health Information (PHI) and a more traditional rulebased system for their de-identification. The main features
of H ITZAL M ED are presented below:
• It supports multiple document formats
• It features an automatic PHI recogniser and classifier
that has proven to be competitive in the MEDDOCAN:
1
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Medical Document Anonymization (Marimon et al.,
2019) shared task, having achieved F1-scores higher
than 0.95
• The classifier distinguishes 21 fine-grain PHI categories (e.g., patient vs doctor name)
• H ITZAL M ED comes with two strategies for PHI
anonymisation: categorisation and pseudonymisation
• The PHI recognition, classification, and anonymisation proposed by H ITZAL M ED can be easily edited,
corrected or new ones can be added using the web interface
The structure of this article is as follows: Section 2. provides a brief overview of related work, mostly focusing
on sensitive information detection and anonymisation techniques and tools; Section 3. introduces H ITZAL M ED, both
the user interface and its capabilities (Section 3.1.), and
H ITZAL M ED’s inner workings (Section 3.2.); Section 4.
concludes the paper and introduces future lines of work.

2.

Related Work

Multiple automatic anonymisation systems have been proposed over the years. These systems have to first detect and
classify any personal information and then treat it using different techniques.
For the former task, oftentimes these systems use two
methodologies: either a pattern-matching approach or Machine Learning (ML). One of the earliest systems is Scrub
(Sweeney, 1996), released in 1996 for Electronic Health
Records in English. Scrub uses algorithms based on rules
and dictionaries to detect categories such as names, addresses, cities or countries. In a similar fashion to other
Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks, ML methods
dominate most of the recent publications due to their efficiency. However, datasets containing sensitive information
can be hard to come across. For this reason, shared tasks
have played an important role in furthering research by publicly releasing annotated corpora. Specifically, the i2b2 deidentification challenges (Uzuner et al., 2007; Stubbs et al.,
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2015) have gathered a lot of interest and its two corpora are
widely used in research. Some authors, such as Dernoncourt et al. (2016) or Khin et al. (2018), using Deep Learning architectures, achieve 0.9783 and 0.9787 F-1 score, respectively, at PHI detection on the i2b2 dataset. Finally,
although not as common, some authors also use Information Theory techniques for this task (Sánchez et al., 2013).
After detection, the second part of the anonymisation process is sanitising sensitive information. Several freelyavailable tools exist that redact sensitive information from
free text in English. One instance is MIST (MITRE Identification Scrubber Toolkit) (Aberdeen et al., 2010), which,
in a similar fashion to H ITZAL M ED, first annotates the target phrases and then proceeds to replace them either by
categorisation or pseudonymisation. Other similar tools include LingPipe (Carpenter, 2007), MITdeid (Neamatullah
et al., 2008) or NLM-Scrubber (Kayaalp et al., 2013).
Languages other than English are also seeing some developments in this direction. Some examples include Mamede
et al. (2016), who built a complete system with detection
and anonymisation for Portuguese, or Tveit et al. (2004),
who developed a semi-automatic anonymisation system for
clinical texts in Norwegian.
In Spanish, some recent studies include Medina and Turmo
(2018), who present a Spanish-Catalan Health Records corpus annotated with PHI; Hassan et al. (2018), who describe a detection method using named entities; and Garcı́aSardiña (2018), who presents an annotated, anonymised
corpus of spontaneous dialogue data and Knowledge Transfer techniques for sensitive data identification. Additionally, in 2019 the first community challenge about anonymisation of medical documents in Spanish, MEDDOCAN2
(Marimon et al., 2019), was held as part of the IberLEF
initiative. Its authors studied the GDPR and i2b2 specifications and released a synthetic corpus of 1,000 clinical
studies enriched with PHI. The challenge included two different tasks that would be evaluated on the said corpus: a)
NER offset and entity type classification, and b) sensitive
span detection.
There are also some automatic tools specifically designed
for both detection and sanitation of text in Spanish. For
instance, Iglesias et al. (2008) present MOSTAS, a morphosemantic tagger, anonymiser and spell-checker system for
biomedical texts that returns documents annotated in XML
format. Additionally, several enterprises offer commercial
solutions for anonymisation of legal documents3,4 , but we
did not find any publications describing these systems. As
far as we know, H ITZAL M ED is the only publicly available
web-demonstrator for text anonymization in Spanish.

3.

Figure 1: H ITZAL M ED workflow

ure 1. First, it processes the input document provided by
the user. H ITZAL M ED supports a wide range of document
formats (e.g., TXT, DOCX, PDF) as it uses tika-python5 to
perform text extraction. Secondly, it recognises and classifies PHI in the given document. Thirdly, the recognised PHI
are automatically substituted to generate an anonymised
version of the input document, which can then be manually checked and edited by the user. This final revision is of
great importance in any automated anonymisation process
and must be carried out to ensure that no linkable personal
data persist in the resulting text.
The following sections describe firstly the web interface to
understand the workflow and secondly the technical details.

3.1.

Interface

After a short registration process, users can choose to learn
about the technical side of our PHI detection system –
by downloading our scripts and models, which are freely
available– or they can use the web interface to upload their
own documents and see the different anonymisation techniques in action.
An overview of the website’s layout can be seen in Figure 2.
H ITZAL M ED offers users the option to upload documents
in multiple text formats and treat them at four different levels. We will now go through them using a sample text to
show how every step applies to the same document.
1. Identification: All detected items are highlighted, allowing users to take a quick glance at the big picture of
the sensitive items in the text. Figure 3 shows this step.
Users can make corrections to the automatic detection
(i.e., add or remove annotations) by double-clicking
on the affected token. For instance, in the example we
are using, ‘minero’ (miner) has not been detected as
a profession; we can annotate and classify the word
manually, as shown in Figure 4.

H ITZAL M ED

H ITZAL M ED is an environment that enables the detection
of sensitive data by applying machine learning algorithms,
their substitution with anonymised data, and the edition of
the resulting detected and substituted data.
H ITZAL M ED has a web front-end with a simple and clean
interface that can perform three main steps as shown in Fig-

Figure 3: Identification in H ITZAL M ED
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http://temu.bsc.es/meddocan/
https://www.serikat.es/eJusticia
4
https://www.garrigues.com/latam/commitment/innovacion
3
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https://github.com/chrismattmann/tika-python

Figure 2: H ITZAL M ED overview

Figure 6: Masking in H ITZAL M ED

4. Replacement: The other anonymisation technique offered by H ITZAL M ED. A new version of the text is
generated in which sensitive items have been substituted by a randomly-generated item of the same category (see Figure 7). The result of this approach preserves readability and is much more natural-looking
than using Masking. Users are able to process their
documents even further in this mode. For example,
they can choose to change the proposed replacements
by rerolling. This will re-run the process, showing a
new result every time. Figure 8 shows an example of
a different possible output obtained by rerolling. It
is also possible to manually edit any substitution by
double-clicking on it. Furthermore, users can decide
how much dates will shift by choosing a range of days,
months, and years through the Preferences menu.

Figure 4: Tagging a profession that had not been detected
2. Classification: Each PHI is classified into one of 21
different categories, introduced in Table 1. Each category is highlighted in a different colour, so that they
can be easily distinguished at first glance. Figure 5
shows how our text from the previous examples would
look in this mode.

Figure 5: Classification in H ITZAL M ED
3. Masking: This is one of the two types of anonymisation that H ITZAL M ED offers. Masking is akin to categorisation, one of the approaches by (Medlock, 2006)
described in the introduction. Each item is simply replaced with its category, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 7: Replacement in H ITZAL M ED
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ID Numbers

People

Dates

Locations

Contact Info

Other

Doctor D
Patient ID
Insurance ID
Contact ID

Doctor
Patient
Age
Sex
Profession
Kinship

Date

Street
Healthcare centre
Hospital
Institution
Location
Country

E-mail address
Phone number
Fax number

Other

Table 1: Sensitive information categories recognised by H ITZAL M ED

Figure 8: Different replacement of the same text after
rerolling
Finally, clicking on the download button offers the option
of downloading the original and the replaced documents in
TXT format, and the different set of tags serialized with
pickle.

3.2.

task

P

R

F1

PHI recognition
+ classification

0.967
0.965

0.953
0.948

0.960
0.956

Table 3: H ITZAL M ED’s PHI recognition and classification
results at the MEDDOCAN challenge

Technical Description

As presented at the beginning of this section, H ITZAL M ED
automatically recognises and classifies sensitive data and
proposes substitutes that are editable by the user.
3.2.1. PHI Recognition and Classification
H ITZAL M ED automatically recognises and classifies PHI
from the extracted plain text using a model based on
spaCy’s6 EntityRecognizer module and trained on data
from the MEDDOCAN challenge (Table 2).

# document
# tokens
vocabulary
# PHI

train

dev

test

500
260,407
26,355
11,333

250
138,812
15,985
5,801

250
132,961
15,397
5,661

Table 2: Size of the MEDDOCAN corpus
spaCy’s entity recogniser is built on Bloom Embeddings
(Serrà and Karatzoglou, 2017) and residual Convolutional
Neural Networks (He et al., 2016). We followed the given
recipe 7 with default settings and applied the recommended
tweaks: compounding batch size, dropout decay, and parameter averaging.
The resulting model can recognise a total number of 21 different PHI categories, which are listed in Table 1. These
classes were defined by the MEDDOCAN shared task organisers, who adapted the HIPAA guidelines by adding new
categories (such as the patient’s age) and removing others
that did not fit within the Spanish healthcare system (e.g.,
health plan beneficiary numbers).
6

The official results obtained at the shared task with this
model are shown in Table 3. This model obtained the 20th
position among the 63 participating systems in the challenge. For detailed information on how the model was
learned, we refer the reader to the dedicated article (Perez
et al., 2019).

https://spacy.io
7
https://spacy.io/usage/training#ner

3.2.2. Anonymisation by Substitution
Whereas masking –anonymisation by categorisation, the
first technique offered by H ITZAL M ED– is as simple as
replacing each sensitive item with its tag, substitution is
substantially harder as we need to find replacements that
are both natural and adequate for the target items in the
document. We use three different approaches depending
on the complexity of the tag, namely, regular expressions
(RegEx), dictionaries, and a combination of the two. These
approaches are presented below.
It must be noted that there are two PHI categories that are
never automatically pseudonymised. The first one is the
Sex tag. We considered that even if we replaced genderspecific words (such as ‘varón’, boy, and ‘mujer’, woman)
with more gender-neutral options, Spanish morphological
features would still allow the reader to infer the sex of the
patient. Moreover, the sex of the patient might be in close
relation with the events described in the document.
The second one is the Other tag, which encompasses many
dissimilar types of information, making it extremely hard
to find an appropriate replacement automatically. As users
are able to edit any item manually, we leave these special
cases’ substitution for their consideration.
Finally, an important feature of this mode is that replacements are consistent within a same document; that is, replacements will be reused if a tagged item appears more
than once in the text. Date items are also altered by the
same combination of days, months and years so that temporal coherence is kept throughout the document.
RegEx-based Methods
Regular expressions are used to find the relevant spans to
be substituted within the detected PHI. For example, given
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the tagged phrase ‘20 years of age’ we must locate ‘20’ as
the part that needs to be replaced.
Identifiers and other numbers Regular expressions are
used here to detect numeric expressions within PHI.
The tags Doctor’s ID, Patient’s ID, Insurance’s ID,
Contact’s ID, Telephone, and Fax number are made
up of a series of numbers of a fixed length, which are
simply replaced by a random series of numbers of the
same length.
Age For this tag, we use regular expressions to locate
the numbers in the detected PHI. These are randomly
changed within a default interval of [-3, +3] (customisable by the user through the interface), unless the age
is under 14 years old, as we reckoned that this kind of
information may be meaningful in some contexts.
E-mail address We also use regular expressions to make
sure that phrases automatically tagged as e-mail addresses are actually so; then, they are simply replaced
with the generic string ‘nombre.apellido@anon.com’
(name.surname@anon.com) in order to avoid generating an existing address.
Dictionary-based Methods
For some tags, the simplest solution was to select a random
replacement from a dictionary that includes items of the
same category.
Country These items are simply replaced by another
country’s name randomly chosen from a dictionary of
almost two hundred country names.
Profession In the case of this tag, we first analyse the morphological features of the tagged word; then, a random profession is retrieved from a hand-crafted list
that contains over 200 profession names conjugated
for both genders.
Kinship A list of all possible family relations was created
and used as source for the replacements. It was divided into four different lists depending on the gender of the words as well as whether they describe a
relationship of descendance (younger than) or ascendance (older than). This was done to avoid generating
awkward sentences by replacing, for example, ‘grandmother’ with ‘granddaughter’. Before choosing a replacement, we check to which of the four lists the original word belongs. A random member is then taken
from the corresponding list.
Names and surnames We grouped together Doctor and
Patient tags, as both are used for person names and
surnames. Three censuses were gathered from the Instituto Nacional de Estadı́stica (INE; Spanish Statistical Office): one for male names, another for female
names and a last one for surnames. Each contains over
25,000 items ordered by frequency. Replacements for
each token in a phrase tagged as Doctor or Patient are
picked from the census the token belongs to. If a token
is found in more than one census, the list in which the
name is relatively most frequent is chosen to draw the

replacement. In the rare scenario that a token is not in
any of the censuses, a random name is drawn from a
gender-neutral list computed from the intersection of
the male and female censuses. The replacements are
picked from the 100 most common items in each census in order to generate more generic outputs, which
we view as a desirable outcome for anonymisation.
Mixed Methods
For some classes, in order to create a replacement that is
faithful to the original string, we need to divide inputs into
smaller parts. For this, we combine both regular expressions and word lists.
Location The items of this class may be either city names,
ZIP codes or contain both at the same time. For that
reason, we use a simple regular expression to separate
letters from numbers. Again, numbers are replaced
with another random number of the same length; letters are replaced by a random city drawn from a list
that contains over sixty different Spanish city names.
Street The complexity of this tag lies in the rich variety
of different elements it can contain. Addresses may
include street numbers, door numbers or letters, stairs,
and so on. We try to detect any of these items with regular expressions, randomise them, and attach the result
to a random combination of a road type (e.g. ‘calle’,
street, ‘avenida’, avenue, and so on) and street name.
Both of these are taken from lists. The dictionaries
of road types and street names were computed from
a gazetteer of addresses provided by the organisers of
the MEDDOCAN challenge8 .
Healthcare Facilities The tags Healthcare Centre, Hospital and Institution are similar, so they were treated
equally. First, we created fictional names for the main
types of health facilities: hospitals, clinics, institutes,
residences, and healthcare centres. Using regular expressions, we try to recognise healthcare facilities’
terms in order to maintain casing and spelling variations (e.g., ‘Hospital’, ‘H.’ , ‘hptal’, and so on). If we
find any, we classify it into one of the healthcare facility types mentioned before. If no match is found,
the original item is replaced by a random healthcare
facility type and a random name from our list.
Date The date expressions present in a document are
parsed into full dates by means of heuristics. Then,
the same number of days, months, and years are subtracted or added to all the dates, in order to preserve
the original timeline described in the document. The
number of days, months, and years to add or subtract
is chosen randomly for each document from a given
interval –by default, 1 to 31 days, 1 to 12 months,
and 1 to 10 years; the user can modify these ranges
as desired from the interface. Each new date is finally
converted to the same format as the respective original date expression. This means, for instance, that the
new date will use the same separators (e.g. slashes,
8
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dashes, ...), or that if the date expressions contain a
month name instead of the corresponding number, the
substitution will do so as well.

4.

Conclusions

This article has introduced H ITZAL M ED, a publicly available web-framed tool for the automatic anonymisation of
Spanish clinical text. H ITZAL M ED is based on three main
steps. Firstly, it processes a document from a wide range
of document formats to convert it into plain text. Secondly, it recognises automatically personal sensitive information (PHI) with a proven competitive machine learning algorithm and, finally, it substitutes PHI to obtain an
anonymised output file. As future work, we plan to evaluate the performance of the substitution methods, and assess
how valid real users find the final anonymisation output.
Additionally, we plan to convert the web-framed tool into a
tool which could be installed on-premises.
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